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Build YOur Own EasEl

Lower level fact 
Text type: Procedure 
Reading age 8.9 
Word count 1,643

Before reading
Ask students if they have ever built anything 
using a set of instructions. Invite students 
to share the types of things they have built. 
How did the instructions help you? Guide the 
discussion so that students understand that 
instructions provide a guide to the order that 
things need to be done, the way things need to 
be done, and any special things that you need 
to know about the assembly. 

What can make it difficult to build things? 
Guide students to understand that knowing how 
things need to be positioned can be tricky. Link 
to things students have built. What can make 
assembling some things easier? Lead students 
to understand that toy parts are often coloured 
to make it easier to locate the parts you need.

What do some sets of instructions have to 
make it easier to follow them? Prompt students 
to suggest pictures.

cOvEr

Before reading
Read the title and examine the cover 
photograph. Discuss what the book may be 
about.

Read the blurb. 

What additional information does this give you? 
What do you expect to find inside this book?

What is a procedure? Guide the discussion to 
build understandings that this book will help 
us to follow a sequence of steps to build an 
easel. Do you think it would be tricky to build 
an easel? What would be tricky about it? Do 
instructions make this type of job easier? How? 
Discuss. 

What does it mean to apply the finishing 
touches? What could the finishing touches be?

What could you use an easel for? Discuss a 
variety of ways to use an easel.

cOntEnts PagE

Open the book. Tell me what you know about 
this page. Discuss features of the contents 
page. Where would I go to find out which tools 
I need? Students should quickly respond with 
the page number. Repeat for other pages. 

We have designed these lesson plans so that you can have the plan in front of you as you teach, 
along with a copy of the book. Suggestions for teaching have been divided into questions and 
discussion that you may have with students before, during, and after they read. You may prefer 
to explore the meaning and the language in more detail before students read. Your decisions 
will depend on the gap between students’ current knowledge and the content, vocabulary, and 
language of the book they are about to read. The more information students have up front, the 
easier it will be for them to read the text. 
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Encourage quick responses. What do you 
know about information books? Students 
should indicate that the reader can choose 
where they’d like to start.  

Students should also mention the terms 
glossary and index. Ask students to explain 
what each term means. Visit each of these 
pages to clarify that the glossary provides 
meanings for new or tricky words about 
the topic, and the index provides the page 
numbers to help the reader locate particular 
things in the book. 

Revisit the contents page. Discuss the term 
introduction. What does this mean? Do you 
think this might be a useful place to start? 

intrOductiOn

during reading
What do you notice about the illustration? 
What are the letters for? Guide students to 
build understandings of the key. Tell students 
that a key explains what the symbols mean 
on a diagram. What are the symbols on this 
diagram? Let’s go to the key on page 4 and 
find out what each of the letters means. What 
do we need to do to read the diagram? Guide 
students to understand that we need to check 
each letter in the key to see what it means,.

As you read pages 4 and 5, take note of what 
an easel can be used for and see if there 
are any extra uses besides what we thought 
before we began reading. Spend time working 
out what all the information from the diagram 
and key tell you. Think about the purpose of 
each part of the easel. Be ready to explain 
what each part means and what you think it 
does.

There is a bold word to look up in the 
glossary. Don’t forget to reread that sentence 
once you’ve checked.

after reading
Did you discover any new uses for the easel? 
Discuss what they are. What do we have on 
the easels at school that is not on this easel? 
Students may suggest a board across the 
front.

Discuss each element of the key and check 
where it is on the diagram. 

Show where the brace piece is. What does 
the word brace mean? Explain that a brace 
is something that adds strength. How might 
the brace on the easel add strength to the 
design?

Build knowledge of the remaining parts. 
Discuss which are the front and rear legs, 
what the word vertical means, why one part 
is called the cross piece, and what a T-hinge 
might look like.

What additional features does this easel 
have? Students should indicate the 
containers. 

Do you think this easel would be easy to 
build? Invite inferences.

things YOu nEEd  
tO rEmEmBEr

tOOls YOu will nEEd
Before reading 
As you read pages 6 and 7, jot down in a few 
words, the three important things that you 
need to remember. You will need to check the 
glossary for some new words. Don’t forget to 
reread the sentence again afterwards.

What does page 7 tell you? Examine the tool 
set and discuss the key. Do you recognize 
any of those tools? Allow students to share 
their knowledge of tools. Ask them to tell you 
what the tools they know are used for. Have 
you used that tool yourself, or have you seen 
someone else use it? 
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Be ready to offer some suggestions about how 
the tools that we don’t know may be used.

after reading
What are the three things we need to 
remember? Invite students to explain briefly 
what these are. Encourage elaboration and 
clarification if needed. Ask students to explain 
why each of the things is very important. What 
could happen if you do not remember these 
things?

Discuss the tools on page 7. Ask students to 
infer what the unknown tools could be used for. 
Think about what they look like, that’s often a 
clue. Invite inferences. For any unknown tools, 
ask students whether we’re likely to find out 
more about them as we read.

Why is it important to wear protective gear? 
What kind of protective gear might be useful 
when building an easel?

What is the workplace? 

matErials YOu will nEEd

during reading
What do you see on page 7? Can you work out 
what some of these pieces will be used for? 
Discuss the parts of the easel. Check back to 
page 5 to see how each part will become an 
important part of the construction.

When you read pages 8 and 9, take note of 
how each of the materials has very specific 
specifications. That means each part has been 
measured carefully for this easel. Be ready to 
discuss why this is important. 

Jot down any words that you don’t know. Think 
about what they might mean and be ready to 
share this after reading.

Remember to check the glossary as you 
read. Also take note of the important safety 
message.

after reading
What did you notice about the list of materials 
needed for the easel? Discuss why the easel 
needs exact wood lengths. What could happen 
if the lengths were even just slightly off? Relate 
it to the legs of a chair or table. What would 
happen if one was longer or shorter than the 
others?

Discuss some of the words that may be 
unknown, eg, gutter bolts, washers, and nuts. 
It helps to have these items ready to show the 
students. Discuss what each part is used for. 
Has anyone seen Mum or Dad use these at 
home? What did they do with them? 

What is a hardware store? Which ones do you 
know around this area? Who has been inside a 
hardware store? What did you see?

What important safety message did you read? 
Discuss the chemicals and splinters from the 
wood and the need for gloves and sturdy shoes. 
What sort of shoes would be considered to be 
sturdy?

instructiOns FOr Building 
YOur EasEl

during reading
Walk through pages 10 to 19, examining the 
photographs and diagrams and discussing 
what is happening in each one. Pay particular 
attention to page 11 to ensure that students 
understand the key and also understand 
the relevance of the measurements. Guide 
questions:

• What is happening? Why?

• How does this step need to be done? 
(carefully and precisely to make everything fit 
together)

• How do you use this tool?

• What do these photographs show?

• What is the job of the clamp?
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• What is the string used for?

As you read, take note of what you need to 
do to build the easel. Jot down the steps that 
need to be followed.

You may choose to have students read this 
section of the book in parts, stopping to 
discuss relevant sections of the text as you go.

after reading
Discuss the steps to build the easel. Support 
students to identify the main ideas. Discuss 
their responses and assist them to find 
the most important main point for each. 
Students may find this difficult due to the 
amount of text dedicated to each main 
idea. List the main ideas on the board and 
dot point the finer details students provide 
beneath.

For example:

1. Measure and mark the holes for the gutter 
bolts.

2. Drill the holes.

3. Lay out the easel the way it needs to be 
assembled.

4. Line up the holes and join using the gutter 
bolts and nuts. (Wait until the end to 
tighten all the gutter bolts and screws).

5. Attach the T-hinge to the top of the rear leg.

6. Add the string. 

7. Fix the containers.

hOw tO usE YOur nEw EasEl

during reading
Direct students to observe what is happening 
in the photographs. Predict what this girl 
is doing. Discuss students’ predictions. 
Ask them to explain the reasons for their 
predictions.

As you read pages 20 to 22, take note of any 

extra ways to use an easel. Jot down some of 
the interesting ideas. You should be ready to 
share four great ways to use an easel to have 
fun. 

Think about the ideas for using the easel. 
Be ready to discuss which ideas appeal to 
you most. Think of ways you would use the 
easel for these ideas. Who else do you think 
an easel would be handy for? Jot down some 
ideas of people who may have use for an 
easel.

after reading
Discuss the variety of things that can be done 
using an easel.

What are the four things suggested in the 
book? Encourage students to explain how to: 

•	 prepare hardboard to make a pin board

•	 prepare hardboard to make a blackboard

•	 turn the easel into a whiteboard

•	 use the easel for painting on canvas

Can one easel be used to do all of these 
things? How? Direct students to page 22 to 
check if needed.

What would you do with an easel? Ask 
students to brainstorm responses.

Who else might have use for an easel? For 
what purpose would they use it? Discuss.
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 cOdE BrEakEr

This book has lots of action words that happen 
in the present tense. Present tense means 
that something is happening now. For example, 
if the action word means to build then the 
action word for this happening in the present is 
building. 

If we were talking about actions that have 
already happened, we would say that they 
occurred in the past, or past tense. For 
example, if the action word means to drill, then 
the action word for this if it occurred in the past 
is drilled.

Direct students to write the present and past of 
these action words:

drill, clamp, hammer, slip, assemble, build, buy

Remind students that not all words are as 
simple as adding -ed or –ing.

 mEaning makEr

Tell students that words appear in the glossary 
to help the reader understand what they mean. 
Look at the words in the glossary of this book. 
What do you notice about them? Invite students 
to observe that they appear in alphabetical 
order and some are one word and others are 
two words, eg, hardware store.

Instruct students to write glossary definitions 
for these words. Explain that rereading these 
words in the book will help them make their 
meanings clear:

• vertical

• protect

• assemble

• attach

• chemicals

 tExt usEr

If you were writing a book that teaches 
someone else how to do something, what 
would your topic be? Think about something 
that will be easy for you to explain to another 
person, and that is not too involved or 
complicated. Discuss it with a partner. Take 
turns explaining the steps involved in the 
procedure. 

Regroup and discuss the factors that made 
this task difficult. Instruct students to organize 
their thoughts by drawing or writing the steps in 
order. Tell them to add numbers and go through 
the process in their head to check that they 
haven’t forgotten anything. 

Tell students to go back to their partners and 
have another go at explaining their task.

 tExt critic

Who do you think this book would appeal 
to more – boys, girls, men, or women? Give 
reasons. Show students a range of procedural 
texts, some magazines and narratives. 
Look through several samples, discussing 
illustrations, themes, topics, colour, and layout. 
Discuss elements of the texts that students 
think would appeal to boys, girls, men, or 
women.

Instruct students to work in pairs. Tell them to 
record the titles of the books and think about 
the audience that each text would suit. For 
each text, write the audience you think the book 
has been aimed at and record the reasons for 
your choice. 
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using multiPlE 
intElligEncEs

Students will need safety goggles, hammers, 
nails, large and small pieces of wood, plastic 
bottles, assorted odd materials to decorate 
(eg, bits of vinyl, felt, wool, fabric, buttons, 
etc), and craft glue. 

Students work independently.

Collect: items from the ground outside. Look 
for bark, leaves, pieces of wood, and flowers 
to add to the items above. (N)

Construct: something of your choice using 
the things you have collected and the 
objects above. (B, S)

Write: five clues about your completed 
work on one side of a piece of card and 
write the answer on the other. Display all the 
constructions with the clue cards for others 
to guess. (V)
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multiPlE intElligEncEs

The theory of multiple intelligences was 
developed by Howard Gardner, a professor 
of education at Harvard University. Howard 
Gardner's theory suggests that the current 
view of intelligence, as measured by IQ 
tests, is far too limited and discriminates 
against students who think in different 
ways. He proposes taking a broader 
perspective and has identified eight different 
intelligences. These are:

• verbal-linguistic intelligence – word smart

• logical-mathematical intelligence – 
number/reasoning smart

• visual-spatial intelligence – picture smart

• bodily-kinaesthetic intelligence  
– body smart

• musical-rhythmic intelligence – music 
smart

• interpersonal intelligence – people smart

• intrapersonal intelligence – self smart

• naturalist intelligence – nature smart 

Multiple intelligences have enormous 
potential as a tool in furthering reading 
and language development. Traditionally, 
the teaching of language and reading has 
focused mainly on two intelligences: logical-
mathematical and verbal-linguistic. This 
means that many students who possess 
different intelligences do not receive the 
necessary opportunities, encouragement, 
instruction, or reinforcement to succeed with 
reading as well as they might.
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Things you need to remember: Tools you will need:

 ________________________________            _______________________________

 ________________________________            _______________________________

 ________________________________            _______________________________

 ________________________________            _______________________________

 ________________________________            _______________________________

 ________________________________            _______________________________

 ________________________________            _______________________________

 ________________________________            _______________________________

 ________________________________            _______________________________

 ________________________________            _______________________________

Complete the steps to build the easel:

1. Measure and mark the holes ___________________________________________

2. Drill ________________________________________________________________

3. Lay out the easel the way it needs to be assembled  _______________________

4. Line up the holes and _________________________________________________

5. Attach the T _________________________________________________________

6. Add ________________________________________________________________

7. Fix _________________________________________________________________

Ideas for using the easel:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Build Your Own Easel
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Build Your Own Easel

Multiple Intelligences (visual-spatial, verbal-linguistic)

Invent some protective gear to wear when using tools and equipment. Record how it 

would prevent injury.

Name of item Draw this item Description – 

what it looks like 

and what it is 

made from

How it prevents 

injury
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The steps for making the easel are mixed up. Put them in the correct order. Number 

each step. Use your book to check.

• Lay out the easel to see how it needs to be assembled.

• Fix the containers.

• Assemble the pieces using the gutter bolts and screws.

• Add the string.

• Go to the hardware store and buy the materials.

• Measure and mark where to drill the holes.

• Attach the hinge to the rear leg.

• Drill the holes.

The correct order:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Build Your Own Easel
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Use the action words at the bottom to fill in the blanks.

 

1. You can  ______ ___________ your own easel if you have time, tools, and 

 materials.

2. First you need to  ______________ some wood and materials at the hardware 

 store.

3. Then you have to  ______________ how to use each tool.

4. Learning how to  _____________  the tools is important so that you do not hurt  

 yourself.

5. Next you need to  __________  some instructions that will explain the procedure.

6. Don’t forget to  ____________  protective clothing to prevent injury.

7. Then you need to  __________  and mark where you will drill the holes for the 

 gutter bolts.

8. When you have measured and marked the places, you need to  ______________  

 the holes.

9. It is now time to  _______________  your easel. 

10. After your easel is assembled,  ______________  it as a blackboard, whiteboard,   

 pin board, or painting easel.

Word list:

drill measure use build follow

buy use assemble learn wear

Build Your Own Easel
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Build something out of blocks.

Write the instructions for someone else to build the same thing. It will help if 

you write the colour of the piece, its shape and size for each step. Make sure you 

number each step and take care to write them in the correct order.

Draw a clear picture of your design.

Follow these steps:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Build Your Own Easel
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Cause and Effect

You need to be very careful when following instructions. Many things could go 

wrong if you don’t take care. What would happen to the easel if:

You didn’t measure carefully where to drill holes?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

The lengths of wood were not cut to the right size?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

The nail holes were too large?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

you tightened all the bolts and screws too early:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

You didn’t tighten the bolts and screws enough?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Build Your Own Easel
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Look at some books that give instructions or follow procedures. Write down some of 

the features of these books that make them easier to understand. 

Build Your Own Easel

Title Features How the features help me 

understand this book
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notes
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